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Naiara Costa is a Senior Sustainable Officer at the Division for Sustainable
Development Goals (DSDG) at the United Nations Department of Economic and
Social Affairs (UNDESA), in New York. Before that, she held several leadership
positions in international civil society networks, including as Head of the
International Secretariat of the Together 2030 Initiative and as Advocacy
Director of the Beyond 2015 campaign. Prior to that, Naiara worked as an
Advisor on Gender, Social and Economic Rights at the Permanent Mission of
the United Kingdom to the United Nations in New York as well as a
development advisor at the UK Department for International Development
(DFID) in Brazil. She served as a National Programme Officer at UNAIDS for
more than a decade. She has also served the government of Brazil as an
advisor at the Presidency of the Republic (National Anti-Drugs Secretariat) and the Ministry of Finance.
Naiara worked as UN Public Affairs and Policy Advisor for the World Animal Protection. She holds a
master’s degree on International Relations at the University of Brasilia (Brazil) and a MBA on Projects
from Getulio Vargas Foundation
Dr. Graham Long is an Associate Director of the Institute for Sustainability at
Newcastle University in the UK. From 2013-15 he worked on the SDGs as part
of Beyond 2015, including co-facilitating the Beyond 2015 working group on
follow up and review. He currently works with stakeholders on issues around
SDG data, review and follow-up structures. Two of his ongoing projects are the
annual Newcastle University-Together 2030 Perceptions Survey, and, with UK
Stakeholders for Sustainable Development, SDG monitoring in the UK. In spring
2018, he authored a technical paper for UN DESA examining stakeholder
reporting for the SDGs.
Diego Martinez-Schutt works for the Catholic Development Agency for England
and Wales (CAFOD) and is based in London. He leads CAFOD’s advocacy and
policy work on Agenda 2030 and the SDGs. This includes mostly providing support
to CAFOD partners in the Global South to engage strategically in SDG
implementation processes at national and UN level. Diego is also part of other
networks such as the BOND SDG group at UK level, the Caritas Internationalis SDG
Working Group and Together 2030 at global level.

Judith Kaulem is the Executive Director for the Poverty Reduction Forum
Trust in Zimbabwe. Judith’s passion is in evidenced -based policy advocacy.
She has a background in education and over 15 years in development
research and analysis. Judith is also currently the NGO Major Group
Organizing Partner for Southern Africa

Kit Dorey is a Policy and Advocacy Adviser at Bond, focused on the Sustainable
Development Goals, leave no one behind and the EU. He facilitates the Bond
Working Group on the SDGs. Prior to Bond he worked at Stonewall on LGBT+
inclusion in international development. Previous roles include DFID and charity
sector positions working on social development and inclusion.”

Marc Wormald is policy adviser at Uniting to Combat Neglected Tropical Diseases
(Uniting), where he provides technical support and guidance to the Uniting publicprivate partnership. As part of this work, he coordinates the integration of NTD
programmes into the broader health agenda and across the Sustainable
Development Goals. He also investigates ways to increase both domestic country
resource and bilateral donor support for NTD programmes. Prior to joining Uniting,
Marc had multiple roles within UK central government, which included managing a
suite of projects that formed an integral part of the government’s plan to reduce
carbon
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